I am writing to support One America News Network and other independent news networks. Charter needs to take action to make sure that family owned and independent programming networks such as One America News Network are treated fairly and are protected.
FCC,

I am writing to say I am doing all I can to get One America News Network into every American Citizen's homes. It is currently unavailable to me thru our current Suddenlink Cable Provider, but I have been watching it through my Channels on my Roku. Please insure that America will still have family owned and independent programming networks such as One America News Network. Please treat them fairly and protect them for our viewing.
I am quite concerned about Charter Communications anti-competitive terms to independent programmers and their flatly refusing to carry One America News Network, if they succeed with their planned mega-merger. I hope you will support the plight of independent programming services at the FCC (Federal Communications Commission) and throughout Washington, DC. Please help One America News Network continue to inform our nations citizens and protect our democracy. I'm depending on it. Thank you.